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ON ALMOST-FIXED-POINT THEORY 
I. Introduction. Let X loe ., tupnl,~ic.1l !'JMCt·, ii .1 hnik <T•\erin)l d X 
qht• words \·o\·ering' ,md \·on-r" are ,ised intt•rc1-.,1ni,:;t·al,h ,. \\'1, say th,n 
IX, '-r'/) h,is the 11/mos/ Jixtd pomt propfrtv for,! d.1;.:,; :F of rrn1tim1ous rn,1p-. 
r: X --+ X if for ,al! f i- :.7 tlwn· is an x , X and L' .· -fl ;;cuch that r , l' ,1111! 
fix) 1 C. or, cquiv.1lmtly. if there i,; .1 C • 11 sud1 tli.1: ['/\,f(F) ~ {l 
i·\,r example. ii X is the rndidt>,rn pl,tnt• .rnd il a iinile opt'll cn\'crin;.: i,y 
convex sets, then (X, '(/) has the almost fixed point proix,rty for &H ron1i1mrn.1s 
maps icf. De (~root, ne \"ries, \'an der Walt [31), Other t•x,imples of ,tlmost 
fixed point theorems can be found in Kh,e !8], Halpern [7] and Cray, \'aughan 
[6]. 
It is fairly natural to restrict .,ttentimt to ,tini.lt' coverings (if}(, Indeed if a 
1 lausdorff space X is such that tX, 'U) has the almost fixed poi!ll propi?rty 
for all open coverings ,;u, then X has the fixed point prop1crty. It is ,dso fairly 
na turai to concentrate somewhat on noncom pact spares X bec.wse if a compact 
Hausdorff space X is such that (X, &//) has the almost fixed point property for 
all (or ,1 cofinal set of all) finite con-rings 'it then X has the fixed point 
property. 
There is an extension of this last result. Let X he a [,-space and .::X -> X 
a continuous map. Let u•{X) be the Wallman compactificatioH of X. There is 
an induced continuous map •w(f): w(X)-> w(X). The following two statements 
are then equivalent: (i) u•(_f) has a lixed point: (ii) for every finite open 
cmwing 'fl oi .Y there is a C ~- qi such that l..' n _f ( l') c;,!-. ti, This follows from 
tht' fact that there is a one-one corre~pondence between finite coverings of X 
and tinite coverings of w(X). 
In this paper we develop what Thompson 113] calls an indirect 1heory. A 
main result is a Lefschetz-type almost tixed point theorem. We first define a 
certain kind of finite coverings called geometric coverings, The result then is: 
let X he a space with a dosed geometric covering 'l.. and let f: X -> X. Then 
L (.J) = 0 or for every finite open cover W which is reti ned by 'I/ there is a 
l/ C:: 0' such that [: n f( U) ;z: 0. Here L(f), the Lefochetz number, is defined 
in terms of compactly generated Cech homology. 
The next step is then to find at least some examples of geometric coverings. 
In this direnion we have, for example, the followin~ resulls: 
(i) A comp,u-t space X admits a weak semic0111piex st met me (cf. Thompson 
[12] for this notion) if and oniy if every finite open covering is geometric. 
(Spaces which admit a WSC structure include all compact polyhedra). 
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i 11, Ii X I"" 1101 necess.uily com1Mct normal sp,1n• ,rnd 'I:, is a lini le dm,,•d 
, om ,•-.uid PlHring whirh admits .1 finite opcu rctincment then ',', is geometric 
,d. "'-I 1,.::11\1,; for non-norm,.! ,-paces rf. X.:{ \. 
l!,,, !. 1,t r,•,,uh. t!11· Lcfsl'i1etL-type almost lixl·d point lheorem, ,rnd ;1 
11·,uit on t;11• 1·xi~a·nn nf !inite dm,<•d nlHH'X rdincnwnts of finite open n1H\l'X 
coH·rnip;,;; u! H'fWr spares tlwn ,omhim• to giYe a proof of the following almost 
bu·d p,,im iheorem, ronjcctured hy Pt· !~root for eudidt•,m spaces (d. :,,\]): 
Let /l i•e ,, finite· open ronn·x con•ring of ,1 lorally convex space X,(: X --. X 
rnntimious. rhen 1he1e i,- a L: •: If/ :such that C r'lf( C) ~ 0. 
:\ msult of this nature twith more restricting hypotheses) has already lit'. 
ol,t,1i1wd 1,y l luKundji in '.2], a paper which deserves to he much more widdy 
knnwr: th,rn it appears to he. l)ugundji's proof dm~s not fit in with the "das-
~ical" prncc,lnre of Ldsdietz fixed point theory, ,,ml his hypo! heses are 
homotopiral. rather th,m homological. 
l. Compactly generated Cech homoloty. In this section we introduce 
sume no!,tlion ;md gi\'e a short outline of the definitions of the (compactly 
1;e1wrated) Cech homology groups. For more details see, for example, Eilenberg 
,n1d Steenrod [-tl and Sp;rnit•r [HJ. 
:!. i. Sowit notations ,ind o:mventicms. If X is a topological space then rov 1(X) 
d,·not{·s the set of al! finite open con-rings of X. All coverings occurring in this 
paper (open or not) will be finite. If (;:f is a finite covering of X and .cl C !'/, 
IS d subset then n s/ = n.~~.., A. 
A simpiicial complex will he an abstract simplicial complex. All simpliciai 
complexes will he finite. If S is a simplicial complex then 5" denotes its n-
skdeton, .:lS is the chain complex with coefficients in Q associated to S and 
H, ;S} is the k-th homology group of .:lS. The symbol I denotes the simplicial 
complex with two vertices e", <'1 and one I-simplex lec1, cij. H 5 and S1 are hA 
!>impiina! complexes then S X 51 is their cartesian product. The vertices JI' 
S X 1 c1re pairs (a, t>1l where II is a vertex of S, i = 0, l; we write a' for (a, e1), 
1 '"' 0, I. With this notation the sirnplices of 5 X I can he described as follows: 
let Ii,, .... ,:., he an ordering of the vertices of S. Then a simplex of S X I is 
of the form la,," .... ,a.,.,",a;.,., 1, .•. ,11 1• 11 wherei1 < ... < ·i, ;;i; i,+1 < ... i,. 
Let cl?(: cov1(Xl, Ka subspace of X; with WiK we denote the set of sub-
sets of K of the form C fl K, U ( 'r/, and C(K, <U) stands for the simplicial 
complex which is the nerve of 'i'iK; i.e. a typical simplex of C(K, 0U) cor-
responds lo a subset <I = l c,,, .. . I U;J of cu such that l},, (\ .. . n c,. n 
K # it T!w n-skeleton of C<_K, cjl/) is denoted C"(K, °II) and the k-th homol-
ogy group of j_C(K, Cf/) is denoted Ht('UIK); if K = X we sometimes write 
Hi('?!) or H;(X, If/) for lltl~IX) and C(W) for C(X, W). 
.\L\IOSI HXEll l'Ol~l IHEOH\ 
Ll't tr he .1 ~implcx of C(K, 'fl), 11 •:: cov 1(X ), K C .\'. Then thl· support of 
a, supp(a ), is defined as UvE• l' n Kand the reduced support of 11 as rsupp(u) 
n1-,. {'n K. l\ rhain ( ( ACIK. if/) is said to be Oil a subspace A CK if 
r is in the !,Uhchain rnmph.•x ~C(.4, 'i') C AC(K, <I') or, t"<Juivalently, if 
rsupp(o) n A -;,e 0 for all a occurring in< (i.e. having nonzero cot'ffiri<·nt in<). 
2.2. C'tch lcomolo,:y of compact sp,un Let K he a compact space, K' a dosed 
(compact) subspace of K. Let 'fl' · rov 1(K') and <I' ( rov 1(K). Then we say 
that 'I'' rrfint.1 'fl and write 'fl' ~ 'fl if for every U' ( Ii'' there is a C .= 'fl 
such that U' C U. Choosing such a J' for every i ·• ( 'i'' defines a map of 
simplicial complexes C(K', 'i"') - C(K, 'it) and a homomorphism of chain 
complexes AC(K', 'i'') - AC(K, 'ii) and induces a homornorphilm Hr(<il') _, 
lt't(4l'). All these maps are called rrj11u,nt1et m11ps. There is U!lllally more than 
one refinement map C(K', 'if') - C(K, 'i') but they are all homotopic and 
hence induce the same homomorphism Ha('W')-+ If1 ('1f). 
Applying this with K' ... K and letting 'I' run through cov1 (K) we obtain 
a projective system of groups and homomorphisms, Ht(K, - ), indexed by 
cov1(K ). The k-th Cech homology group of K is now defined as Ht (K) • 
lim.. Ht(K, -). The canonical projection Ht(K) - H~(fil) is denoted by ,.". 
Let f: K, - K, be a continuous map of compact spaces. Every 'fls E 
cov1(Ks) then gives rise toaJ-1£i', = tW, E cov'(K1),J-1(Ci',)"" 1r-1u,1u, E 
<i',I. Assigning to a vertex J-•u, the vertex U, defines a map of simplicial 
complexes l'(Ki. li'1) - C(K,, Ii',) and induces a homomorphism lit(!): 
Ht(<i'1) - Rt(tW,). Letting tW, run through cov1(Ks) we obtain a homo-
morphism of projective systems Hi(!): Rt(K 1, - ) - Ht(K 2, - ) which in 
tum gives rise to a homomorphism H1 (f): H 1 (K,)-+ Ht.(K,). 
Note that we have a commutative diagram 
(2.2.1) 
• 
whenever •1 rcfinesJ-1•, (where the lower horizontal homomorphism in the 
composite of a refinement map H 1 (K1, 'I',) - Ht.(Ki, J-1CW1) and H 1 (f): 
H1(K,,J-1'W,)-+H1(K,, CW,). 
The Cech homology theory on compact spaces (or more generally compact 
pain) satisfies all the usual homology axioms, cl. Eileobcrg and Steenrod [4]. 
2.3. Compactly 1enerated tech homology. Now let X be a not necessarily 
compact topological space. We could, of course, again write down the defini-
tions of 2.2 and thus define Cech homology groups of X based on finite covers. 
However, this homology theory does not satisfy the homotopy axiom (e.g. the 
!Cl sullllietS of X. i.e . 
. C K' For t·ach K 
., e an induced 
detimwm nut m1 r. H . X-" r· is a continuous map tlien 
.I\ C X, K comJ,,'Bt't. we have that C }" is compact and he,r. 
i.e !MH" mdta:t•d rnap (K -➔ This us a homomorphism 
ui imfortive systems and, the limit, an induced 
iX -" 
spares X these definitions agree with the ones from :2.:!. 
Let , niv 1(X i.e. is a finite open cover of the ( not necessarily com-
sp,Kt· X. Then there is a natural homomorphism q,,,x: H,(X)-,. If, 
is dehnt>1.I as follows. Let z Hk ), then there is a compact K and a 
(Kl ~ud1 that:;' is mapped onto z under the natural homomorphism 
JJ,(K --> fl, Enlarging Kif necessary we can assume that C(K, 
, '11 We now define q41 K (z) = q,,1r. This does not depend on K. 
Let f: X _. Y be a continuous map, ·•r E: cov1 ( n, W t and 
supp;:,se that 't'i .~ f-,•f'. Then we have a comrrrntative diagram 
where the lower horizontal homomorphism is defined in the obvious way. , .. 
:!A. Rul.uud homology groups. The chain complexes ti.C(K, Cf./) carry 
natural augmentation. The homology groups of the augmented complex are 
the reduced homoiogy groups denoted flt(K, CU). Replacing Ht(K, 'fl) with 
ili (K. qi) everywhere in 2.2 and 2.3 then defines reduced Cech homology 
groups lli ), flt 
2.5. Lefschctz' theorem. Let X he a compact space, W ( cov'(X). Then there 
is a"/.• f: cov1(X) which refines <i' such that 
Im(H(}()-+H('i')) = Jm(H(,V)-+H('il)). 
This follows directly from the fact that the H(Cf/) are finite dimensional 
vector spaces over Q. The same rea\lt holds for reduced homology (for the 
same reruion). 
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3. Geometric covers. In this section we define and discuss the main 
technical tool of this paper, the notion of what we like to call a geometric 
cover. 
3.1. Definition of geometric covers. Let X be a topological space. A finite (not 
necessarily open) cover <ef of X is geometric in dimensions ~ n with respect to 
compactly generated Cech homology if there exist 
(i) a cofinal collection r of compact subsets of X; 
(ii) a map -y : r - r such that 
(3.1.1) KC -y(K) for all KE I'; 
• (iii) a finite open refinement%'' of <i(; 
• (iv) for every K E rand 1-" E cov1(-yK) such that 1-" ~ %'' an augmenta-
tion preserving chain map T-y: AC"+l(K, %'') - !JC(-yK, ')1/) such that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
• 
(:U.2) (Factorization property). If k ~ n, K E I', ')1/ E cov1(-yK), 1-" ~ 
%'1 , then there is a ')1/' f cov1(K), ')1/' ~ ')1/ such that the following 
diagram commutes {where the two unlabelled arrows are induced by 
refinement maps). 
(:U.a) (Compatibility property). If k ~ n, K E r, i/1, ')1/ 2 E cov1("YK), 
-r' 1 ~ Y2 ~%'',then the following diagram commutes: 
H~ Hk("I" 1) 
H~(%''JK) l 
H1r.~ H1r.("I" 2) 
(3.1.4) (Norm condition). For every -r' and for every u E C"+l(K, %'') 
there is a C E <6' such that rsupp(u) C C n K and r-t"{u) is on 
en "YK; i.e. rsupp(u') n C n 'YK ;;c 0 for all u' occurring in r.,-(u). 
In the sequel we shall use n-geometric as an abbreviation for: "geometric in 
dimensions ~ n with respect to compactly generated Cech homology." 
A finite cover <ef is geometric if there exists a finite open refinement ~, E 
cov'(X) of <6' such that there are, for every n E N, a cofinal collection of com-
pact sets rn, a map 'Yn; I'n - rn, and for every Kn E r., and')(" E cov1("Y,.Kn), 
"f/ ~ %' 1 chain maps r-,-<n> : AC"+l(Kn, %' 1 ) - AC(')'.,K.,, "fr') such that 
(3.1.1)-(3.1.4) hold. Note that %'1 is not allowed to depend on n (but that 
everything else may depend on n). 
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Examples of geometric covers are all finite open covers of compact spaces 
which admit a weak semicomplex structure (cf. ;3.2 and 3.:3 below). 
If X is a not necessarily compact normal space and (I,' is a finite closed con-
Yexoid cover which has a finite open refinement, then 1f is geometric (cf. 8.4). 
As in the case of weak semicomplexes the existence of geometric covers is 
closely related to various forms of local acyclicity (or local connectedness) of 
the space X (cf. 4.:5 and Sections 7 and 8). 
Let <(! be an n-geometric (or geometric) cover of a space X. Then ~t(1f) 
denotes the collection of all covers Cf/' of X refining 1f such that there exist 
corresponding r, 'Y, T-t• satisfying the conditions listed above. 
l'iote that Cf/' E ~{(<t') and Cf/" E cov1(X), Cf/";;;; Cf!'=> Cf!" E ~((1f) and 
%'' E ~((1f), 1f ~ <t'' => Cf!' E ~{(0"'), i.e. every cover of X refined by A 
n-geometric one is itself n-geometric. • 
3.2. Weak semicomp!ex structures (Thompson [12]). Let X be a compact 
space. A weak semicomplex structure (WSC) on X consists of: 
(i) for every%' E cov1(X) a cofinal subset fl(%') C cov1(X) with a coarsest 
element a(%') E !l(Cft'), a(Cft') ;;;; %'; 
(ii) for every 'f/, ii'. E n(Cft'), "f/ ~ JI' an augmentation preserving chain 
map c1.-,;·: dC(X, "If/)-+ AC(.,r, "f/) such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(3.2.1) If"f/" ;;;;Y-:' ~"f/ in !1(%') tl~en the following diagrams are com-
mutative up to homotopy (where the unlabelled arrows are refine-
ment maps) 
t::.C(X, "f/1) tlC(X, "f/') 
/ -----z....AC(Xf") / ~ AC(Xf") 
.6.C(X,"f/} ~ t::.C(X,"f/)~ 
(3.2.2) For each "f/ E n(%'), c .,f· induces an idempotent homomorphism 
H("f/)-+ H("f/) of which the image coincides with the imaget, 
H(X) in H("f/) (under the natural map). 
(3.2.3) If "f/ ~ 11/ in n (Cf/) then the chain maps c.,.-w satisfy the following 
norm condition: For every c;r1": AC(X, "If/) -+ tlC(X, "f/) and 
every simplex q E C(X, 11') there exists a U E Cf/ such that 
supp(u) C Uand supp(c;--11-'(o-)) CU. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let X be a compact space which admits a WSC structure. 
Then every finite open cover of X is geometric. 
Proof. Let %' E cov1(X). Take %'' = a(%') (cf. 3.2 above). We take 
r = IX}, and define -r.,-: C(X, %'')-+ .6.C(X, "f/) for every "Y E cov1 (X) 
refining %'' as follows: 
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If 'f/ ( n(W) take T-i, = C1,fi'. 
If Y rJ f2(11/) let Y' E fi(W) be a refinement of ',// and define r 1 as the 
composite of c;,/11 ' with the refinement map j.C(X, 1/')--+ j.C(X, -Y,,). 
This definition does not depend on "'f/' (up to homotopy) because of (3.2.1) 
(second diagram). 
\Ve check the various axioms. (3.1.1) is automatic and (:3.1.:i) and (:U.4) 
follow from respectively (3.2. l) (second diagram) and (:3.2.::l). It remains to 
prove the factorization condition. Again it suffices to do this for 1',, ': ll(W). 
Let Y' ~ Y be such that the image of H(Y') in H(Y) is equal to the image 
of H(X) in H(Y). Such a 'f/- E cov1(X) exists by the Lefschetz theorem 2.5. 
We have a diagram 
• t,,C(Y') l" ~OC("f") 7~ 
6C(W') C2 t::..C("Y) 
and this diagram is commutative up to homotopy. Now according to (3.2.2) 
C1• is idempotent with as image the image of H(X) in H(P/). 
ltfollowsthatcl*1r1• = 1rl*.Andhencewehave1rl* = cl*1r1• = C2•1T2•1T1• = 
C2*1T3• which proves the factorization. 
Conversely we have the following. 
:3.4. THEOREM. Let X be a compact space and suppose that every open covering 
of X is geometric. Then X admits a WSC structure. 
Proof. Let W o E cov1(X), let W be a starrefinement of%' o. The cover IJ// is 
geometric by hypothesis; let%'' E ~((%'). We take a(W o) = 111' and n(IJ// 0) = 
l'f/ ( cov 1(X)IY ~%''}.Let r, 'Y, r;, be the other structure elements which 
make IJ// a geometric cover. Taking X = K E r we have augmentation pre-
serving chain maps 
• T;,: C(W') - .t;.C("f/) 
for all Y E U(0?1 0 ) satisfying (3.1.2)-(3.1.4). For ·y ~ 1f/ ~ W' we define 
the inverse projections C;,.,.,. : C("ffl) ___,. t::..C (Y) as the composite of a refinement 
map C("ffl)--+ C(W') with r.,,,-: C(W') ___,. ti.C(Y). It is now not difficult to 
check the commutativity up to homotopy of the diagrams (3.2.1). Indeed if 
"'f/ a ~ "f/ 2 ~ "/' 1 ~ %'' we have the diagrams 
t::..C("f/ 2) 
l 5 OC('7i') ' OC(1"' ,) 
t::..C("Y 1) 
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AC("f"" 2) 
AC(r'1)----- •• @ l 
AC("f"" s) 
where the unlabelled arrows are refinement maps. The triangles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
are commutative up to homotopy because of respectively: triangle of refine-
ment maps; definition c; definition c; definition c; definition c; compatibility. 
The outer triangles are therefore commutative which is what we needed t,' 
prove. 
We now check the norm condition. Let r' ~ "If/, c: AC("///) - AC("//) the 
inverse projection. The map c is defined as the composite of a refinement map 
7T: AC("ft/) ---. AC(O//') and -r~ : AC(o//') - AC(r'). Let u be a simplex of 
t:..C(if/); then 'ITU is a simplex of AC(%''). Hence because of the norm condition 
(3.1.4) there is a U E %" such that 
rsupp (1Tu) C U and -r (1Tu) is on U. 
Because Cl// is a starrefinement of %' o, this implies that there is Uo E qi O such 
that supp(1Tu) C Uo and supp(nu) C Uo and because 1T is a refinement map 
supp(1ru) C Uo implies supp(u) C Uo. 
The last condition we have to check is (3.2.2). The chain homomorphism 
c: AC(Y) ---. AC(Y) is defined as T'IT. According to the factorization axiom 
there is ::i Y ~ Y such that the outer edge triangle of the following diagram 
commutes up to homotopy. It follows that c1T1 ~ 11"11 . This holds for all fine 
enough Y'. Hence H(c) maps the image of H(X) in H(Y) identically onto 
itself. 
AC(r'')---
1"'( 1r" 1r" I AC("f"") C 
7 ~AC(r') 
AC(Cl//') - -r 
• 
Further the various -r define (because of (3.1.3) a map of projective systems 
HC(Cl/1')---. HC(X, - ) and hence a homomorphism f. : HC(%"') - H(X). 
We then have q.,--i'* = r •. Now c. = -r•1r• which proves that'• maps H("f/) 
into the image of H(X) in H(Y). This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
3.5. Remark. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 show that the compact spaces which 
admit a WSC structure are precisely the compact spaces for which every finite 
open covering is geometric. This also shows, we feel, that the property "admits 
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a WSC structure" is rather more natural than may be apparent from Thomp-
son's original definition. Especially if we notice (cf. 4.4) that conditions (3.1.2) 
and (3.1.3) really say that the H(r11 ) define a homomorphism of projective 
systems H(O/t') - HC(X, - ) such that the composed map HC(X, - ) -
H(O/t') - HC(X, - ) is the identity homomorphism (between projective 
systems), where the projective systems are indexed by the set of open coverings 
finer than 0/t'. 
Spaces which admit WSC structures include compact polyhedra or more 
generally Lefschetz's HLC* spaces (cf. Lefschetz [10]) and finite unions of 
compact convex subsets of locally convex topological vector spaces (cf. 
Thompson [14]). 
• 3.6. Compactly generated Lebesgue covering dimension. Let K be a compact 
space. We say that K has Lebesgue covering dimension ~ n if for every 
cJ// E cov1 (K) there is a 'Y' E cov1 (K), "f/ ~ 0/t such that dim (C(K, y")) ~ n. 
Now let X be a not necessarily compact space. Then we say that X has 
compactly generated Lebesgue c01Jering dimension ~ n if every compact sub-
space K of X has Lebesgue covering dimension ~ n. We simply write dim X 
~ n. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. If dim X ~ n, then every n-geometric cover is geometric. 
Proof. Let Ct' be an n-geometric cover and cJ/1 1 E 21:(<t'). (Note that 
dimC(X, 0/t') may well be larger than n and it may not be possible to repair 
this by taking a refinement of 0/t'.) Let r, -y, r11 be the corresponding structure 
elements: 
If y" E cov1 (-yK) refines cJ/11 and dim -r ~ n, then the chain map r11 can be· 
extended to a chain map:;.,,.: L!..C(K, 0/t) - llC(-yK, 'Y') by taking f 11 (u) = 0 
if dim u > n + 1. If "I" E cov1(-yK) is any covering refining cJ// 1 choose a"/"' 
.,;;efining 'Y' such that dim y"' ~ n, and define i-11 as the composite of f 11 , and a 
•efinement map. One easily checks that the i-11 satisfy (3.1.1)-(3.1.4). 
4. Consequences of the existence of geometric covers. The existence of 
geometric covers has strong consequences for the homology and local acyclicity 
of a space. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let Ct' be an n-geometric cover of the space X. Then the natural 
map Hk(X) - Hk(O/t') is monomorphic for all k ~ n and 0/t' E ~(Ct'). Con-
sequently, Hk(X) is finitely generated for all k ~ n. 
Proof. Let cJ/11 E ~ (Ct') and let r, r, -y be such that the conditions (3.1.1) and 
(3.1.2) of 3.1 are satisfied. Let K E r, -r ~ 0/t'. Then according to (3.1.2) 
there exists a "f/' E cov1(K), "/" 1 ~ -r such that the following diagram com-
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mutes for all k ~ n. 
Now consider the following diagram, where the unlabelled arrows are induced 
by refinement maps and i: K - -yK is the natural inclusion. 
Hk(K) Hk(i) Hk(,yK) 
,_Kl lq~,K lq~-yK 
... / / H,(i"') ---+ Hk ('r") 
/~ 
Hk(O/t'IK) 
The leftmost triangle and the square are commutative by the definition of 
Cech homology groups; cf. 2.2; the lower triangle is commutative because of 
(3.1.2). It follows that the whole diagram is commutative. 
\Ve now have for all z E Hk(K) 
(4.1.1) q'll'IKK (z) = 0 => Hk(i)(z) = 0. 
Indeed if q'll'IKK (z) = 0 then q'fl'-YKHk(i)(z) = 0 for all "f/ E cov1(-yK) refining 
0/t'l-yK. It follows that Hk(i) (z) = 0. 
Now let z E H 1.(X} and suppose that q~, (z) = 0. Since r is cofinal there is 
a KE r such that z comes from K, i.e. K is such that z E Im(Hk(K) -
Hk(X) ). Taking a larger K E r if necessary we can assume that C(K, ~') = 
C(X, 0/t') (i.e. if U, n ... t'\ U, -¢ ct,, U 1 E %'', then U1 t'\ ... n U, n K -¢ 
0). It follows (cf. 2.3) that qKl'll'K(z) = 0 for all z E Hk(K) mapping onto 
z E HA.(X) and hence that z = 0 because of (4.1.1). 
4.2. COROLLARY. If Cf! is a geometric cover of a space X then H. (X) is finitea 
generated. In particular Hk(X) = 0 fork large enough. • 
4.3. Remarks. The "uniformity" of 0/t' with respect to K E rand dimension 
n is essential for these results. 
Note that properties (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) of a geometric cover have not been 
used. 
4.4. Remark. Property (3.1.3) says that the maps Hk(r--r) define a morphism 
of pro-objects 
Hk(O/t'IK) - HkC(-yK, - ) 
and property (3.1.2) then says that the composition 
HkC(K, - ) - Hk(~'IK) - HkC(-yK, - ) 
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is the natural homomorphism of pro-objects induced by the inclusion KC.. -yK. 
It follows that the composed homomorphism 
Hk(X) - Hk(°tl') ~ Hk('YK) i-,K Hk(X) 
is the identity for K large enough. (The last map is induced by the inclusion 
-yK -t X.) Indeed, because Hk(X) is finitely generated there it a compact set 
K such that the natural map iK : Hk(K) -t Hk(X) is surjective. 
Let x E Hk(X), x' E Hk(K) such that iK(x') = x. Then because q(x) = 
q.,,K(x') (cf. 2.3) and (4.4.1) above we have 
i-,xr.q(x) = i.,xr.q.,,K(x') = x . 
• 
NB. The homomorphism i.,x or• may depend on K. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let ~ be an n-geometric cover of a space X and let °ti' E 
2((<if). Then Rk(U') -t R 1.(X) is the zer.o map for all U' E °ti', k = 0, I, ... , n. 
Proof. Let U' E %'' and let K C U' be compact. We have to show that there 
exists a K' C X such that the inclusion K -t K' induces the zero map on 
reduced homology. Take K' = -yK. Because KC U' we have °tt'IK ~ jK} ~ 
°tt'IK and hence R(ql'IK) = 0. But from the proof of theorem (4.1) we have 
(4.5.1) q'fl'IKK(z) = 0 => Hk(i)(z) = 0 for z E Hk(K) 
The same holds for reduced homology (by using the Lefschetz theorem for 
reduced homology). This proves the proposition. 
5. Geometric covers and almost fixed points. We are now in a position 
to state and prove a Lefschetz type almost-fixed-point theorem. 
5.1. Lefschetz number. If Xis a space such that H.(X) is finitely generated 
and f: X-tX is continuous, we define L(J) = Z:(-l)kTr(Hk(J)) where 
Tr(g) denotes the trace of a linear map g between (finite dimensional) v:ector 
spaces. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let ~ be a finite closed covering of a space X and let °ti be a finite 
.:Jen covering of X such that <if ~ %'. For each C E <ef' choose Uc E °ti such that 
w-, C Uc• Then there exists a finite open covering °ti' of X such that U' E OIi' and 
U' n C ;= 0 imply U' C UC· 
Proof. For each partition <if = d U f?J of <if into two disjoint parts we 
define the open set 
U',os = c~_,,,x\c) n C':'!il Uc) 
Take for °ti' the covering consisting of the nonempty U'_.,, 91 • (Ol/' is a covering 
because x E U' .dz•Slz with fll :r = { C E <ifjx E C}, dx = { C E <ifjx (}_ C} ). 
5.3. THEOREM. Let X be a space with a closed geometric covering <if, and let 
J: X -t X be continuous. Then for every finite open covering °ti ~ <if we have 
L(j) ;= 0 => there exists U E °ti such that U nf(U) ;= 0. 
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Proof. <6' is a geometric cover. Let%' ~ <6'. For each C E <ef choose U O E Utt 
such that CC Uc- Now choose%'' E ij (~) such that U' E %'' and V' ('\ C # 
0 imply U' C U 0 • Such a%'' can be found by 5.2, and because any refinement 
of a cover in n('lf) is also in W(c;f) (cf. 3.1). Let n = dim C(X, %''). The 
cover <6' is n-geometric. Let r, 'Y, T-y be the other structure elements corre-
sponding to%'' which go into the definition of an n-geometric covering. 
Assume that V ('\j(U) = 0 for all U E %'. We are going to prove ·that 
L(J) = 0. Let K be compact such that C(K, %'') = C('P/') and such that 
H(K)-'> H(X) is surjective. Let K' ::) -yK be such that J(-yK) C K'. Let"/" 
be a finite open covering of -yK such that "I"' ~ Pit' and such that for each 
V E "/" there is a U' E %'' such that f( V) C V'. (This can be done because 
'YK is compact.) Then we have an induced chain map 
J. : C(Y") _,, C(%'') = C(%'', K') 
and composing this with Tf: C(%'') _,, l!.C(Y") we obtain an induced chain 
map 
J.. : AC(%'') _,, l!.C(%'') 
On the other hand we have a map of pro-objects (cf. 4.4) T•tK : Ht(0&''IK) 
-'> Ht('YK, -) and a homomorphism induced by J,f.,?K : Ht('YK, - ) -
Ht(K', - ). Composing this and taking the projective limit gives a homo-
morphism 
J.k..,K OT•tK: Ht(%'')= Ht(%''1K) -Hk(K') 
Composing this with the natural map H1r.(K')-'> Ht(X) gives us a map 
g.k: Ht(%'') - H,.(X) 





(5.3.1) q • q 
~ 
The starred triangles and quadrangles are commutative and by (4.4) we have 
that i.y,.r*kK q = id (left-most triangle). Retaining only what we need, we find 
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liagram 
~ have qg•1· = Hk(J .. ) and .f.,r.,k = g., .. Hence g.kq = .f*r*kq = .f,. and 
' = Hk(J..)q. 
[t follows that Hk(f..)(Hk(°tl')) C Hk(X) C Hk(°tl'), where Hk(X) is seen 
a subvectorspace of Hk(°tl') by means of the injection q<fl, (with inverse pro-
tion r.,k, cf 4.4). And from this it follows that 
3.2) Tr(Hk(f .. )) = Tr(f .k) for all k. 
>w by (3.1.4) there is for every,, E C(lfil'IK) an element CE Cf! such that 
rsupp(,;) C C and rsupp(,;') n C ~ 0 for all,,, in r-y(,;). 
follows that (because U' c= °ti' and U' n C ~ 0 imply U' C Uc) 
supp(,;) C Uc and supp(,;') C Uc for all u' in r-y(,;). 
it Uc n .f ( V c) = cf,. Hence u does not occur with nonzero coefficient m 
-/l"(o-) = .f .. (o-). Hence Tr(J .. )k = 0. 
By the Hopf theorem and (5.3.2) we then have 
L(J) = I.:(-l)"Tr(J.k) = I.:(-1/Tr(Kk(J..)) 
= I.;(-l)•Tr((f .. h) = o. 
5.4. Remark. This proof is quite similar in spirit to the proofs of various 
her Lefschetz type fixed point theorems (cf. eg. Thompson [12]). 
5.5. Addendum. It is possible to extend Theorem (5.2). A closed continuous 
rfective map f: Y - X is called a i·ietoris map if the subspace .r- 1 (x) is 
mologically trivial (with respect to H) for all x E X. The extended version 
Theorem (5.2) then reads 
THEOREM. Let X be a normal space and ct' a closed geometric cover of X. Let 
be a topological space and J, g : Y - X two continuous maps of which .f is a 
:etoris map. Then if L (J, g) ~ 0 then J or every finite open cover °ti ~ Cf! there is 
y E Y and VE °ti such thatf(y) E U, g(y) E V. 
Here L(J, g) is defined as L(J, g) = I.:(-l)"Tr(Hk(g)Ht(j)-1) which makes 
rise because the Vietoris map J induces isomorphisms on the homology groups. 
This theorem allows one to deal with multifunctions F: X - X and gives as 
corollary an Eilenberg-1\fontgomery type (cf. [5]) fixed point theorem by 
king X compact (cf. the introduction). 
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The chief technical difficulty in proving this theorem (as compared to 
Theorem 5.2) lies in the obtaining of Hk(j)- 1 as H,, of a suitably controlled 
chain map. For details, cf. [15]. 
6. Local connectedness. As in the case of e.g. WSC structures (cf. 
Thompson [12] and [13]), some kind of local n-connectedness (with respect to 
H) is related to the existence of n-geometric covers. This and the following 
sections are concerned with this connection. 
6.1. (Partial) Realizations. Let S1 CS be a pair of simplicial complexes; 
S1 is said to be dense in S if S1°, the zero skeleton of S1, is equal to S 0• 
Let "fl/ be a finite (open) cover of a space X. A partial realization of Sin "fl/ 
is an augmentation preserving chain map 
TJ : S1-+ t:..C(X, "fl/) 
where S1 is dense subcomplex of S. If S1 = S we speak of a (full) realization. 
If IT is a simplex of S, then S(a-) denotes the subcomplex of S consisting of all 
faces of a- (including IT itself). 
The partial realization r1 : S1-+ !).C(X, "fl/) is .said to be of norm ~ C:C, 
where C:C is another covering of X, if for every IT E S there is a C E Clf such 
that T1(µ) is on C for an/LE S1 0, S(o-). 
Let X 2 C XI be a pair of topological spaces; let C:C 1, %' 1 and C:C 2, %' 2 be finite 
covers of X 1, X 2 respectively with 0/t' 1 and 0/t' 2 open covers and C:C 2 ~ CC 1, 
l?Ji 2 ~ 0/t' 1- Then we say that the pair (0/t' 1, 0/t' 2) has enough controlled realiza-
tions for dimensions ~ n ( (%' 1, 0/t' 2) has ECR (n)) with respect to (C:C 1, C:C 2) if, 
for every S1 CS, every partial realization r1 : S1-+ AC(X 2, 0/t' 2) of norm ~ C:C 2 
extends to a partial realization r : sn U S1-+ t:,.C(X 1, 0/t' 1) of norm ~ 16' 1- That 
is, we have a commutative diagram 
for some suitable refining homomorphism i. 
6.2. [en and c - ten refinements. Let X 2 C X I be a pair of topological spaces 
and let CC 2, CC I be covers of X 2, X 1 respectively such that 16' 2 ~ C:C 1- Then 
C:C 2 is an !en refinement of C:C I if for every 0/t' 1 E cov1(X 1) there exists a U2 E 
cov1(X 2) such that °tt'2 ~ %'1 and (o//1, °tt'2) has ECR(n + I) with respect to 
(Cef'i, C:C 2). If CC 2 is an le" refinement of C:C 1 for every n, C:C 2 is said to be an 
IC" refinement of CC 1 (NB. le" corresponds to ECR(n + I)). 
Let X be a space and let C:C 2 ~ C:C 1 be covers of X. We say that C:C 2 is a 
c - ten refinement of C:C I if for every compact set K2 C X there is a larger 
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compact set K1 in X such that <(j 2IK2 is an fen refinement of '6\IK 1. If 'C 2 is an 
c - le" refinement of yf 1 for every n, <(! 2 is said to be an c - le"' refi ncment of 
yf l• . 
6.:3. Elementary properties. Let X3 C X2 C X1 and let <1f 3 , <t,' 2 , Yf 1 he covers 
of X3, X2, X1 respectively such that <e·3 ~ <t\ ~ 0'1. Then 
(i) If 0' 2 is an le" (le'") refinement of<&' 1 then so is <f;' 3• 
(ii) If 0' 3 is an /c'' (Icw) refinement of<&' 2 then it is also an /e"(/c"') refinement 
of Ci£' l• 
Let 0' 3 ~ ¼' 1 be two covers of a compact space X. Then 
(iii) Cefi' 2 is an e - le" (resp. c - Icw) refinement of Ci£' 1 if and only if <6' 2 is an 
/c"(resp. /cw) refinement of Cif1. 
• 6.4. le" spaces and le" and c - le" covers. A compact space is said to be zcn 
(resp. /cw) if every finite open cover has an le" (resp. !cw) refinement. 
A covering Ci£' of a space X is c - le" (resp. le") if it is a c - fen (resp. le") 
refinement of the trivial cover. 
One could perfectly well define what a e - le" (resp. c - /cw) space would be. 
But there seem to be very few examples which are noncom pact; ·we know none. 
The property le" seems somewhat weaker than le* (cf. e.g. Begle [1] or Thomp-
son [12] for a definition of le*). 
7. Acyclicity and c - le" refinements. We have seen (cf. 4 .. ~) that some 
kind of local acyclicity is implied by the existence of n--geometric covers. On 
the other hand given acyclicity properties of a suitable kind one can go a fair 
way towards the construction of n-geometric covers as we shall attempt to 
show in this and the next section. The first step is to show that given suitable 
acyclicity conditions, partial realizations can be extended. ·One has even 
better control over the supports than is needed for c - le" refinements and this 
results in some "uniqueness up to homotopy" statements and these in turn will 
permit us to construct n-geometric covers in Section 8. 
7.1. LEMMA. Let K 2 C K 1 be compact spaces and suppose that for a certain n 
~he induced homomorphism Hn(K2) --+Hn(Ki) is trivial. Then for every finite 
•open cover cp/ 1 of K 1 there is a finite open cover 0&2 of K.2 rnch that cp/2 ~ cp/1 and 
Hn(K2, cp/2) -t Hn(K1, cp/1) 
is the trivial map. 
Proof. ·we have a commutative diagram 
Hn (K2) __ 't•--?- Hn (K1) 
lq~/ lq~/ 
Hn(K2,cp/1) ,Z,. Hn(K1,cp/1) 
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where i: K2 - K 1 is the inclusion. By the Lefschetz theorem (cf. (2.5)) there 
is a finite open cover %' 2 or K2 refining %' 1 such that 
Im(R.(K1, %'2) -fl.(K2, %'1)) = Im(fl.(K2) .-f1n<K2, %'1)). 
It follows that the natural map f1.(K 2, %'2)-fl.(K1, %'1) is trivial. Note 
that any refinement %' l of %' 2 also works. 
7.2. Definition and construction. Let X 2 C X 1 be topological spaces and let 
07 2, 071 be finite covers of X 2 and X 1 respectively such that ({! 2 ~ <ef 1- Let 
j: <ef 2 - <ef 1 be a refinement map. We say that j is acyclic in dimension n if for 
all subsets .#2 C Cef 2 and all compact subsets K2 C () .S?.12 there is a compact 
subset K1 C () j(.#2) such that K2 C K1 and such that 
(7.2.1) i1.(K2) - R.(K1) is the zero map, 
I\ow let no and n be nonnegative integers. Suppose we have a sequence of finite 
closed covers Y! o ~ Y! 1 •• ~ ({J' n+i of a space X with refinement maps jk : 
07,. - <&'1.+1, k = 0, 1, ... , n such thatjk is acyclic in dimension no+ k. 
Let K be any compact subset of X. Then there exists a sequence of compact 
subsets 
(7.2.2) K = Ko C K1 C ... C Kn+I 
such that for all .9/k C <ef 1c such that Kk n (n .9/,.) ~ 0, 
(7.2.3) R •• +k(Kk n (n .9/k)) -fl •• +k(Kk+I n (() jk(.9/k))) is the zero map 
and consequently for every finite open cover -r'.+1 of K,.+ 1 there exists a 
sequence of open covers -r'ki k = 0, 1, ... , n, 
(7.2.4) -r'o ~ Y--1 ~ Y--2 ~ ... ;;;i; r.+1 
such that for all .9/k C <efk such that Kk n (n .9/k) ~ 0, 
(7.2.5) R •• +;-(Kk n <n .9/k), Yk) - R •• +k<Kk+1 n <n jk.9/k), rk+1) 
is the zero map. 
The seque11ce (7.2.2) is constructed as follows. Suppose we have found Kk#' 
k ?; o. For every .Ji/ 1c C Y! ,, such that Kk n ( n di.) ;:a 0 let Kt' (SJ! k) be a -
compact set containing Kk n (n .9/k) and contained inn jk(c~k) such that 
(7.2.1) is satisfied. 
Now let Ki-+1 be the union of all the K/(.9/k). Then of course K"+ 1 n 
(() jk,<;/k) :) K,.'(.cr/,.) so that (7.2.3) is satisfied. To find the sequence (7.2.4) 
such that (7.'.Ui) is satisfied, apply 7.1 repeatedly. 
7.:{. PROl'OSITWN. Le 1/,'o ;;£ ... ~ <ef .+ 1 be a sequence oj finite closed covers of 
a space X with corresponding refinement maps j1c: <rf1c-+ <ef H 1 such that jk is 
acyclic in dimension no + k. Let ¼'' 0 ' ;;£ 'if 0 have II rejinement map i: <ef o'-+ <Co 
such that Co' C interior(i(Co')) for all Co' C <,f. 0'. Let S 1 CS be a j){lir of 
(finite) simphcial complexts. 
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= Ko C K1 C ... C K.+1 be as in 7.2. Then for every 1"'.+1 E 
1) there exists IL sequence "f"o ~ 1"'1 ~ ... ~ r.+1, r,. E cov1(Kk) 
jor every partial realization 
To : s•• V S1 - ¢,.C(Ko, J1/ o) 
~ CC o' there exists a. sequence of partial realizations 
Tt: S"•+k V S1 - ilC(K;:, 'i"t), k = 0, ... , n + 1 
Tt+i extends T;:, k = 0, I, ... , n 
if O" is (I simplex of s•o+k V S1 then Tk(a) is on() dk(a) ('\ Kk, 
k = 0, 1, ... , n + I, 
t"k(a) = j;;-1 ... joi.#(a), and d(u) is defined as follows. Let 
r, be the maximal simplices of S. For each a, choose a C0'(r) such that 
J S1) n S(u,)) is on Co'(r). (Such Co'(r) exist because To is of norm ;:a; 
w defined (u) = I Co' (r)lu is a face of u,). 
1er in the case no = 0 there is the fallowing homotopy property: If 
~ 1' ~ , . . ~ "j/ n' ~ J1/ n+I is {t second series of refinements and To', 
r.+1' a sec_ond series of extensions such that (7.3.1) and (7.3.2) hold and 
"o on S1 then H11(Tn+1') = Hk(T.+1) fork = 0, 1, ... , n. 
ks. 1. If no > 0 and ro = ro' then also Hkfr11+1') = Hk(T.+1) for k = 
I +n. 
~eneral there are several different choices for the C0'(r) and cor-
ngly one finds different d(a) and different -rt. 
roof of Proposition 7.3 is in several steps: subsections 7.4-7.7. The 
is to choose 1/o ~ ... ~ 'i",.+1 such that (7.3.2) holds fork_= 0. 
emarks on the d(u) and the sequence "f"o ~ ... ~ 'i",.+1• Choose a 
: of covers ro ~ 1/1 ~ ... ~ 'i",.+1, rk E cov1 (K,.) such that 
i satisfied. Refining 1/oifnecessarywecan also assume that Vo E 'i"o, 
'¢0=> Vo Ci(Co') E Cef!o. 
be a simplex of S"• V S1. Let u be a face of u,. Then To(µ) is on Co' (r) 
ertices µ, of u. Hence Von Co'(r) ¢. 0 for all Vo occurring in ro(µ), 
0 .C i(C01 (r)) for all vertices Vo ocurring in ro(µ), µ a vertex of u. 
1pp(To(u)) C i(Co'(r)) for all r such that u Cu, hence supp(ro(u)) C 
:u)) n Ko which certainly implies (7.3.2) which says that rsupp(u') n 
:cr)) n Ko ¢. 0 for every simplex u1 occurring in ro(u). 
chat 
µ a face of O" => d(µ):::) d(u) 
is a face of u, then so is µ). 
x:istence of the sequence of extensions To, Ti, ••• , T n+ !• Let J1/ O ;:i • • • ~ 
~ the sequence of refinements of 7.4 above. We have just seen that 
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To satisfies 7.3.2. By induction we can suppose that Tk has been constructed such 
that (7.3.1) and (7.3.2) hold. 
Consider the following diagram 
Let u E s•o+k+i\S•o+k U S 1• Let µ, be an -no + k face of u. Then T1:(µ,) is on 
(\ .#k(µ) (\ K1: hence it is certainly on (\ .#k(u) (\ K~ by (7.4.1). There-
fore Ti-(ou) is on n .9/k(u) (\ Kk. The image of Tk(ou) under l is homologous 
to zero because (7.2.5) holds (NB. Tk(iiu) is a cycle because Tk is an augmenta-
tion preserving chain map.) Therefore there exists a c(u) such that ac(u) = 
frkUJu). Now define TH 1 (u) = c(u). Do this for every u E ,sno+k+1\S"0+k US1 , 
and define TH1(1,1) = frdµ,) for µ E S7'o+k U S1. Note that Tk+I satisfies 
(7.3.1) and (7.3.2). 
7.6. The homotopy property for equal refining sequences. Consider the sim-
plicial complex S X I and let S2 be the subcomplex S2 = S 1 X I. Now define 
(7.6.1) To: (S X J)0 US2-t:.C(Ko, P'o) 
as follows. Let e1, ••• , e, be an ordering of the vertices of S. Then the simplices 
of S XI are all sets of the form !em>0, •.• , et<,> 0, eicr+1)1. ... , e;<r> 1} such that 
i(l) < ... < i(r) ;:'i;; i(r + 1) < ... < i(t) and je1o>, ... , e1<ol is a simple., 
of S. We now define T 0 on the vertices of S X I by T 0 (e;0 ) = To(e;), T 0 (e;1) .. ,. 
To'(e,) and on S1 XI= S2 we define To by -
To(!et(1) 0 , ••• , Ct(r) 0, €1(r+1)1, .••• , e,w 1 }) = Tolti(I>, ... , e1<1>I 
= To'letiCI>, ... , e,cl)l• 
Then To satisfies (7.:3.2). Now extend To to Tn+1 exactly as we extended To to 
Tn+1 in 7.5, taking care to define Tk(u) = Tk(u) if u is a k-simplex of the form 
le ;(lJ O, ••. , e t(HlJ 01 and Tk (u) = T/ (u) if u is a k-simplex of the form 
!e10J1, ... , et<H1> 1}. \Ve then have a chain map 
T.+1: (S + It+ 1 U S2 - LlC(K.+1, P'.+1) 
which restricts to Tn+l on s•+1 X IOI u S1 X IOI and to Tn+1' Oil 5n+I X 
Ill U S1 X lll- This proves that Hk(T.+1') = Hk(rn+1) fork= 0, l, ... , n. 
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7.7. Tlze homolo/JY property for different rr:fining sequences. ;'\ow let "f/o ~ 
f/1 ~ ... ~ 1/'11+1, "f/"o ~ Yi' ~ ... ~ 1/,,' ~ 'Y,,. 11+1 and ro, T1, ... , rn+1; 
ro', r i', ... , r 11 + 11 be two different sequences of rcfinemen ts with corresponding 
71.- and r/ such that (7.::l.l) and (7.:t'.2) are satisfied. It suffices to prove that 
·H111(T11+1l = H,,,(711+1'), m = 0, ... , n in case yk ~ Y1.- for all k = 
0, ... , n + 1. (Take a common refinement of the two refinement sequences 
such that (7.:2.:i) holds for this common refinement sequence.) Define r/ 1 = 
l,, or,.-' where I,, is induced hy a refinement map; we can take lo = l,,+1 = 
identity. Then ru, ... , r,,H; ro", ... , r,,+ 1" are two sequences of extensions 
corresponding to the same refinement sequence satisfying (7 .3.1) and (7.3.2). 
Therefore Hm(r11 +1) = Hm(Tn+1') form = 0, 1, ... , n. · 
• 
7.8. COROLLARY. Let CC 0' ~ 16'' 0 ;::; ... ~ 'IC11-t- 1 be a sequence of closed covers 
wirh a rejinin1; map (tf1.--. CCk+ 1 which is acyclic in dimension no+ k, k E 
l 0, ... , n l, 11nd suclz tlz11t each member of VJ' 0' is contained in the interior of some 
member of i;c o- Let <t; o" ~ <cf o' be a c ·_ /c" 0- 1 refinement. Then Y!/ o" ~ ~ n+l 
is a c - lc" 0+11 refinement. If, in partirnlar, no = 0, then ({f o' ~ 0' 11 + 1 is a 
c - !en refinement. 
Proof- Let K be compact, choose Ko such that for every YO E cov1 (Ko) 
there is a Y11' cov 1(K) such that ( '}"'/ 0 , Yo') has ECR(n0) with respect to 
(Crtf'o', r6'o"). Now let Ko C Ki C ... C K 11 +1 be as in 7.2. For every Yn+1 E 
cov 1 (K11+1l let 1'-"o ~ Y 1 ~ ... ~ 1',... 11+1 be a sequence of refinements as in 
7.'2. Now let 1-"o' he such that (Y0 , 1/o') has ECR.(no) with respect to 
(<6'o', r,ti'a") and let r be a partial realization of Sin !:J.C(K, '}"'/o'), r: S1-+ 
!:J.C(K, Yo')ofnorm 3 Cf!o". 
Then there exists an extension ro: S1 U 5" 0 -> ti.C(Ko, Yo) of norm ;'.£ Y!f'o' 
which in turn can he extended to Tn+i : S 1 U 5" 0+"+1-> ti.C(K11+1, Y,,+1l by 
7.3. This extension Tn+1 satisfies (7.3.'.!.) and therefore is of norm ~ ({f 11+1-
7.9. Examples of c - le" covers und refinements. Let <cf o' be any cover of Rm 
and c6'o = ... = <tf,, ;= {R"'l- Applying the corollary and 6.3 we see that any 
cover of R"' is a c - le" cover for all n, i.e. a c - /cw cover. 
• ,, Let ;' be a _closecl coff;ex. cove,r of _R"' ,~ncl ~,, ;'.£ 0' such that for every 
C E y;' there 1s a C E <t w1th C' C mtenor(C) then <t'' ;'.£ 07 is a c - le"' 
refinement. 
7.10. COROLLARY. Let dimX ~ n and let <tf 1 ~ <tf be <L c - le" refinement 
where <t' is a closed cover. Let <t' ;,;;; ~ 11 such that _for every C E <ef there is a 
C" E 0'" with c C interior(C"). Then re, ~ <ff" is a c - le"' refinement. 
Proof. Take r,10 = ... = 'tf.+1 = <t'" in 7.8. The acyclicity conditions now 
follow from the finite dimension assumption (cf. 3.4). 
8. Acyclicity and n-geometric coverings. We can now construct n-
geometric coverings given suitable acyclicity assumptions. 
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8.1. THEOREM. Let t:J/t' ~ 'If 0' ~ 'If O ~ .•. ~ 'If n+1 be a sequence of covers 
of a space X such that 
(i) Cf//' is a finite open cover; 'If o', 'If 0 , ••• , Cef n+I are finite closed covers; 
(ii) for e'/Jery Co' E Cef 0' there is a Co E Cef o such that Co' C interior(Co); 
(iii) 15t/' is a star refinement of 'If o'; 
(iv) 'If k ~ Cef HI is acyclic of dimension k. 
Then <6'n+1 is n-geometric and °tt' E (~n+1). 
Proof. Let r be any cofinal collection of compact subsets of X. For every 
K E r choose a sequence K = Ko C K1 C ... C Kn+1 such that (7.2.3) is 
satisfied. Enlarging Kn+i if necessary we can assume that also Kn+i E r. 
Define -yK = Kncl• For every "f' = "f'n+1 E cov(Kn+1) refining tJ//' choose a 
sequence 
"f' o ~ "f'1 ~ ... ~ "f'n+1 "YI E cov1(K 1) 
such that (7.2.5) is satisfied. For each Co' (i) E Cef o' choose Co (i) E Cef o such 
that C0'(i) C interior(C0 (i)). Refining "f'o if necessary we can assume that 
(8.1.1) Vo E "f' o, Von Co' (i) ~ 0 ~ Vo C Co(i). 
Let S = C(K, 15t/'), S1 == S0• We now define ro: S0 - C(Ko, "f'o) as follows. 
For each U'(i) E 15t/' choose a Vo(i) such that Vo(i) n U'(i) ~ 0, and define 
ro(U'(i)) = Vo(i). That is, we have 
(8.1.2) ro(U'(i)) n U'(i) n Ko ~ 0. 
For each U' (i) choose Co' (i) such that star ( U' (i)) C Co' (i). That is, 
(8.1.3) U'(j)n U'(i) ~0 ~ U'(j) C Co'(i). 
Now let u = { U'(io), ... , U'(im) l be a maximal simplex of S = C(K, 15t/'), 
i.e. U'(io) n ... n U'(im) n K ~ 0 and hence 
(8.1.4) U'(i,) C Co'(i,), r, s = 0, I, ... , m. 
It follows that 
(8.1.5) supp(u) C Co'(i,) n K, s = 0, 1, ... , m . 
.\'ow ro(U'(i,)) n U'(i,) n Ko ~ ct,, Kon U'(i,) C Co'(i,) n Ko. Hence 
(8.1.6) To(U'(i,)) is on Co'(i.) n Ko, r = 0, ... , m; s = 0, ... , m, 
which by (8. 1.1) implies 
(8.1.7) ro(U'(i,)) C Co(i,) n Ko, r, s = 0, ... , m. 
\Ve can now choose the .s/ (u) as follows. For each maximal simplex u, choose 
a vertex U'(t) of u, and let Co'(u,) = Co'(t). Then (cf. 7.3) .s/(u) = 
{Co'(u,)lu Cu,, u, maximal}. In view of (8.1.5), (8.1.7) we have for all 
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(J E C(K, W') andµ, E C0 (K, <'.fl') 
(8.1.8) supp(rJ) C (()~cat'(rJ)) n K, supp(ro(µ,)) C (n s((µ,)) n Ku. 
Now, using these .9/ (a), construct a sequence of extensions To, r1, ... , Tn+1 
as in (7.3). This gives chain maps 
T•(I" = T11+1: C'+ 1(K, W')-+ f1C(-yK, "f/) 
\Ve now check the various axioms which the ri· have to satisfy. 
(a) The norm condition (cf. (3.1.4). This is satisfied because Tn+1 = T.y 
satisfies (7.:3.2) and because we have (8.1.8) (first part). 
(b) The factorization property (cf. 3.1.2). Let i: C(K, 1-"o)-+ C(K, W') 
be any refining map; let i1; : C(K1;, ·Vd -+ C(KN1, 1/H,) be refining maps 
.or k = 0, 1, ... , n. Define :h = ,,. o ,:, k = 0, ... , n + l and To1 = id, 
r,-+1' = i1; o ... o io, k = 0, ... , n. Vve then have two sequences of maps 
f1;, r/: C(K, 1-"o)-+ C(K1;, Yk) 
satisfying (7.:U) and (7.:3.2). Hence H,,,(rn+ 1 ). Hm(i) = Hm(T,,+1'), rn = 0, 
... , n, which proves the factorization property with Y' = Yo-
(c) The compatibility property (cf. 3.1.:3). Let ,y:., 1, Y,, 2 be two open covers 
of -yK = K 11+1 such that f/, ;;; Y2;;; o/1 1 let Yu(l), ... , i,,,-11 +1(1) = Y,; 
"f/o(2), ... , ·f",,+1(2) = Y2 and let To(l), ... , Tn+10) = T-y 1 ; To(2), ... , 
T11 +1 (2) = T 1·., he the corresponding sequences of chain maps. Choose a com-
mon refinem~nt Y 0 of Yo(l)andYo(2).UefineTo: C0 (K,ip/')-+C1C(Ko,Yo) 
by assigning to each U' a Vo such that U' n l'o ~ 0. Let i,: Yo-+ Yo(l) 
(resp. i2: Yo-+ Yo(2)) be any refinement map. Define ro'(l) = i1To, 
To'(2) = i2ro and let To'(l), ... , Tn+1'(l) (resp. To1 (2), ... , Tn+1'(2)) be the 
sequences of extensions obtained by using 1-"o(l) ~ ... ~ Yn+1(l) (resp. 
Yo(2) ;;::; ... ;;::; Y,,+1(2)). Then Hm(T,.+i'Cl)) = Hm(T.+1(1)) and 
Hm (rn+1' (2)) = Hm (Tn+I (2)) form = 0, . , . , n. The sequences 
To, T/(1), .. ,, Tn'(l), i O Tn+1'(1); To, T{(2), ... , Tn+1'(2) 
where i is any refinement map C(-yK, Y,)-+ C(-yK, 'i,,2), are sequences of 
.xtensions corresponding to the sequences of refinements 
Yo, Y,(1),.'.' Yn(l), Y2; Yo, Y1(2),' .. ' Yn(2), 1/2 
and therefore we have that Hm (irn+i' (1)) = H m (rn+i' (2)), rn = 0, ... , n and 
hence Hm(irn+1(l)) = Hm(Tn+1(2)) for rn = 0, 1, ... , n, which proves the 
compatibility. 
This theorem is especially useful in the case of convex or more generally 
convexoid covers. 
8.2. Convexoid covers (de.fi.nition). A finite closed cover <6' of a space X is 
called convexoid of dimension ~ n, if C{j' ~ 0' is acylic of dimension k for all 
k = 0, 1, ... , n. That is, for every k = 0, 1, ... , n and for every subset 
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.r:I C rt5· and every compact set KC () .s:I there is a larger compact set 
K' C () ,cl, KC K' such that Hk(K)---+ H1.(K') is the zero map. 91 is called 
convex:oid if it is convexoid of dimension ~ n for all n E N. 
8.3. COROLLARY. Let 'Pl' ~ 91' ~ 'if' be a sequence of CO'Vers such that 
(i) 'P/' is finite open, <ef 1 , 'if' are finite clostd cO'IJers; 
(ii) 'Pl' is II star refinement of 1:6'; 
(iii) .for roery C' E 91' there is a C E <ef such that C' C interior ( C); 
(iv) <ff is n-convexoid. 
Then Y> is n-geometric and OJ/' E ~l ( <ef). 
Proof. Apply 8.1 with <ef o' = ct', ct' o = ct' 1 = ... = <ef n+1 = 91. 
8.4. THEOREM. Let rt' be a finite clostd convexoid cO'IJering of a normal space. 
which ad mils a finite open refinement. Then <ef is geometric. 
Proof. Let 0/.t be a finite open refinement of ct'. Because X is normal there 
exists a finite open star refinementY of OJ/. Let <rff' be the covering consisting 
of the closures of elements ofY. Finally let OJ/' be a finite open star refinement 
of Y. The chain of coverings 
'Pl' ;;;i Cff' ~ 9fo -~ ... ~ 1:6.+1 
with Y5 = 9f o = <(;' 1 = ... = <ef' •+ 1 then satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8.1. 
8.5. Further remark. Instead of relying on acyclicity conditions to construct 
geometric covers one can also rely on c - le• refinements in order to be able to 
construct the necessary chain maps. In fact for the application to the construc-
tion of n-ge0metric covers a somewhat weaker notion: weak c - le" refinement 
is sufficient. This is defined as follows. 
Let KC K', 1/ E cov1(K), Y' E cov1(K'). The pair (Y', Y) is said to 
have weak ECR(n) with respect to (<e'', ct') if for every complex S of dimen-
sion ~ n and partial realization T : S, - llC(K, Y) of norm ~ ct' there 
exists a realization r' : S---+ b.C(K', Y') of norm ~ <ef' extending T. 
A pair of covers 9f 1 ~ <ef' 2 of a space Xis then a weak c - le" refinement if 
for enry compact K, C X there is a larger compact K2 such that for ever .. 
Y--2 E cov1(K2) there is a refinement Y-- 1 E cov1(K1) such that (r'2, Y,) 
has weak ECR(n + 1) with respect to ('1&\, 1i:f 1). 
One now has, for example, the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Suppose we have II sequence oj covers OJ/' ~ ct'' ~ <(;'" ~ <ef of a 
space X such that 
(i) OJ/' is a finite open cover; Cef', <ef", <ef are finite closed covers; 
(ii) 'Pl' is a star refinement of <ef'; <?f" is a star refinement of <ef'; 
(iii) ~ is a weak c - fen covering of X (i.e. <ef' ~ JXI is a weak c - le" 
refinement. 
Suppose that in addition one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
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(iv) <[;'' is a wenk c - le" refinement of 'ti'"; 
(v) dim~' ;;:;; n and <rf' is a weak c - /(;"-1 retincmc11! o( 16 11 • 
(vi) dim X ;;:;; n and <6'' is a c - lc"-1 refincmc~t of Cf,".· ' 
Then<d'isn-geomctricand~' E ~{('lf). 
The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 8.1. 
I lowever, one has slightly weaker control of the supports and it is to o\·ercome 
this that one needs the extra starrefinement <(/" ;;:;; 'lf and condition (iii). For 
detail cf. [15]. 
9. Convex covers of topolog,ical vector spaces. In order to prove that 
vector spaces have the almost fixed point property with respect to finite open 
A)nvex covers and continuous map::; we need the fo!IO\ving refinement-of-
':\lllllll!'onvex-coverings result. 
9.1. THEOREM. Let A be ,i finite intersection of closed half spaces in R" or A = 
R". Then for every finite open convex covering ~ of A there exists a Jinitc closed 
convex covering 'tf such that 
(i) '?J' ;;:;; ~. i.e. <15 refines~; and 
(ii) the interiors of the elements of 'tf. still cover A. 
To prove this we use some lemmas. Let UC R", U ~ R" be a convex set, 
u its closure. We define a function ru: a - R by ru(x) = sup(rlB(x, r) C 
U\ where B(x, r) is the open hall of radius rand center x. 
9.2. LEMMA. ru: U-+ Risa concave continuous function, that is, 
ruU,x + (1 - }..)y) ~ \ u(x) + (1 - \)ru(y) for X, y E er. 
9.:3. LEMMA. Let C be a closed convex subset of an open convex set U C R". 
Then there is a closed convex subset C' such that CC int(C') C C' C U. 
Proof. Define 
C" = \x E Vlthereexistsy E Csuch that llx - YII ~ ½ru(y)\. 
Me check that C" is convex. Let llx1 - Y1II ~ ½rv(Y1),llx2 - Y2II ~ ½ru(y2). 
·.ir.et O ;;:;; \ ~ 1. Then 
11 (A-"<1 + (1 - \)x2) - (\y1 + (1 - \)y2II ;;:;; \\lx1 - Y1II 
+ (1 - \)llx2 - Y2II ~ ½\rv(Y1) + ½(l - \)ru(Y2) 
;;:;; ½ ru(\y1 + (1- \)y2) 
because ru is concave. Now let x be a point in the closure of C". \Ve show that 
x E U. This will prove the lemma. (Take C' = C"). Let (x 1) E C" be a sequence 
of points converging to x. Let Yi be such that \lx1 - Y;II ;;:;; ½ru(y,). Note that 
ru(x 1) ~ ½ru(y 1). Consider the sequence of real positive numbers ru(Yi), If 
Jim inf ru(v 1) > 0 then Jim inf ru(x;) > 0 and hence ru(x) > 0 ==> x E U. If 
Jim inf ru(y;) = Owe can assume by taking a subsequence that Jim rr,(y;) = 0 
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liecause llx, - .di ~ ~ru(y,) it follows that y; converges to x. But Yi E C 
and C is closed hence x E C C U. 
9.4. LE mu. Let A C Rn be a convex set and /ct x be a point in the interior of A. 
Lt l be ,1 roy starting in x und suppose l CA. Then 
(i)/Cint(A); 
(ii) there exists t > O such that d (y, /) ~ E ⇒ y E int (A), where d (y, l) is the 
distance from y lo /. 
Proof. Let y E /, and let y' be a point on l twice as far from x as y. Let B be 
small open ball around x such that B C A. The linear combinations ½x + ½y', 
y' E B then constitute an open ball around y, which proves that y E int(A). 
This proves (i). To prove (ii) consider the function r A: z - R this function is. 
concave and continuous and r A (y) > 0 for ally E l. It follows that there is an . · 
E > 0 such that rA(y) ~ t for ally E /. This proves (ii). 
9.5. Proof of Theorem 9.1. If C£tt is a finite open covering of A we denote with 
s(%') the total number of simplices in C(~). By induction we can assume that 
the theorem has been proved for dim A < n, and, dim A = n and s(Cf'/) < s. 
(The cases dim A = l and s(~) = 1 being triviai.) Let ~ be a convex open 
covering of A, dim A = ~ and s('fl) = s. 
There are two cases to consider: 
(a) n %' = 0. 
(b) n 0/1 ¢ 0. 
In case (a) let%'' C ~ be a maximal subset such that n ~, ¢ 0. Choose 
U E %'\%''. By the separating hyperplane theorem there is a hyperplane H 
such that U is on one side of H and n ~, on the other. Let A+ and A - be the 
intersections of A with the closed halfspaces determined by H. Then 
s(~jA+) < s(0/1) and s(~IA-) < s('W) 
and by induction we are done with this case. 
Suppose we are in case (b). We can assume that A C Rn, dim A = n hence• .. 
int(A) ¢ cf,, dim u = n for all u E ~- Let X E n ~- We can see to it that .J 
also x E int(A ). Let S be a sphere with center x. Each points E 5 corresponds 
uniquely to a ray!, starting in x. For every ray l, there is a U E ~ such that 
!, C U. This is seen as follows. If!, n A ¢ l, then there is a unique point 
y, E /, n A such that I, n A = segment joining x and y,,; y, is in the boundary 
of A. If!, n A = I, choose points Yi, Y2, y3, ... on!, at distance l, 2, 3, ... 
from x. At least one U E ~ contains infinitely many of these points. Then 
l., CU. 
For every U E %' we now define a set Cu as follows: 
Cu= IY E Althere exists s E 5 such that y El, C Uj. 
Concerning these Cu we have: 
(i) Cu is convex, Cu C U; 
(ii) Cu is dosed. 
Claim (i) is a triviality. To prove (ii), consider Cc n S. Let (s 1), s, C Cun S 
be a sequence of points con.verging to s t: 5. Let z he a point of/,. Then z is the 
limit of a sequence of z; ( !.,, (take ::, such that llz; - xii = 
llz - x\\. Hence z E 0. Hence I., C U and hence/, C int(l!) hy Lemma 9.4. 
This proves (ii). 
To deai with the rays l, such that l, n A r" l, we use the foliowing con-
struction. The boundary lid (A) of A is a finite union A = U~= 1 A 1, dim 
A, = n - 1, A, a finite intersection of closed halfspaces. For each t let 
D, (t), ... , D., be a fil'i-te dosed convex covering of A, which refines <?/JA ,.· 
·In~uctioni) , . . , 
For each t ana i E 11, ... , we defme 
Ci.1 = lY E A.Jthereexistsx ( D1(t)withyonthesequentjoing 
For each C., choose U E Cf/ sm::h that D,(t) C U. Then we have 
(iii) C1,1 C U and C,. 1 is convex; 
(iv) C,.1 C U. 
x and z}. 
Claim (iii) is a triviality. To see (iv) let TC S be the subset of s E S cor-
responding to rays in C 1,;, Let (s;), s I E T be a sequence of points converging 
to s E 5. There are two possibilities. First l., n A r" [ 8 • The sequence y,, of 
endpoints then converges toy, and because y,. E D;(t), y, E D;(t) so that 
l, n A C C,,t C U. Secondly suppose that /., n A = l., (i.e. the points y,, 
run off to infinity). Let z E l ,. The distance I Ix - y,. I I goes to infinity as 
i---> w (this follows from Lemma 9.4 (ii)). Hence z is the limit of a sequence 
of points Z; E !,, n A C U. Hence z E 0. Thus l, C O hence l, C O by 
Lemma 9.4. (i). We have now found a dosed convex finite covering consisting 
of 
Cu,UECft; C,. 1,t=l, ... ,k;i=l, ... ,n, 
of A which refines Cf/. Thickening each Cu and C,,; as in Lemma 9.3 then gives 
• finite closed convex covering Cef' which refines%' and such that their interiors 
· still cover A. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
We now use Theorem 9.1 to obtain the following generalization: 
9.6. THEOREM. Let X be a locally convex linear space and let %1 be a finite 
convex open cover of X. Then there exists a finite convex closed cover <6' of X 
refining %', such that the interiors of the elements of Cef' still cover X. 
Proof. Since Cl/I is finite, there is a minimal subcollection %' o C %' covering 
X. This cover obviously satisfies the property below: 
Each member U of Cl/IO contains a point Xu which is not covered by the 
other members of%' 0 • We may assume £P/ = %1 o and we fix Xu E U as above 
for each U E %'. 
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If U' E %' I VI then Xu (/_ U' and applying a Hahn-Banach theorem, 
there is a continious linear functional 
.fu,u: X - R 
such that f u,u(x) < 1 ~ fu, 17 (xu) for each x E U'. Then 
JI u = n ker j u,U (U fixed) 
U'FU 
is a closed vectorsubspace of finite codimension. The coset of 111 u, determined 
byxuisdenotedbyxu + Mu.Thenfu,utakestheconstantvaluefu,U(xu) ~ l 
on Xu + .lif u, and hence 





Jf is again a closed subspace of finite codimension and Xu + MC U for all 
U E W. It easily follows that x + M C U whenever x E U, and hence each 
U E %' is saturated with respect to the line_ar identification map 
r: X-tX/M. 
Now X / 111 is a finite dimensional linear space which is therefore isomorphic to 
some euclidean space, Rn say. By definition of the quotient topology, '11'( U) C 
R~ is an open set, which is easily seen to be convex. Applying theorem 9.1 on 
the finite convex open cover I 11' ( U) \ U E WI of R" we find a finite convex 
closed refinement g of%' whose interiors still cover R". Then <tf = 'll"- 1(9) 
is a finite convex closed cover of X refining <fl, and the interiors of <tf still cover 
X, since for C E 'G', 
interior 11"- 1 (C) ::) ..--1 (interior C). • 
We can now prove the following almost fixed point property for locally 
convex linear spaces, which was conjectured by De Groot for euclidean spaces, 
cf. [3]. 
9.7. Almost fixed point theorem for locally comiex spaces. 
THEOREM. Let C1lf be a finite convex open cooering of a locally convex space X 
and let J : X -,. X be a continuous map. Then there is U E %' such that U ('\ f ( U) 
;,!, 0. 
Proof. We construct a sequence of refinements 
~~ ~ yj' 1 ~ %' 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ {1lf 
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as follows. Let <eff o be a finite convex closed refinement of %' such that the 
collection %' o of interiors of members of <eff o still cover X. Then %' 0 is again 
a finite convex open cover, and we repeat this process twice to get the other 
members of the above sequence. Since <eff 2 is closed, Lemma 5.2 applies. There 
is a finite open cover "Y of X (not necessarily convex) and a refining map a : 
<eff 2 - %' 1 such that each V E "Y intersecting C2 E <eff 2 is contained in 
a(C2) E o//1. 
Leto//' be a common refinement of%' 2 and "//. Then CU' is a star refinement 
of o//1 and hence of <eff 1. We can now apply· Corollary 8.3 with <ef' = 'if1, 
'if = 'if o, showing that 'if o is geometric. Finally, apply Theorem 5.3, using the 
fact that ft(X) 0 and hence L(f) r= 0 . 
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